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Topics to cover

Getting organized for scanning or photographing
Planning how you will organize the photographs and the data elements to 

capture along with the images

Agree on naming conventions for files and metadata

Pick software to use for the photo restoration

Making copies by scanning or photographing

Restore the quality of the image digitally

Pick repositories to save and share the photos



Naming files and metadata

Consistency: Mirror the way you name your paper folders

Surnames

Locations

Dates

A possible name for a file would be: 
SmithJohn1780deathRowley.png

Surname Forename Date Event Specific Place.png



Scanners and Cameras

Why Scan versus Photograph?

What are you scanning?    Photographs, documents, newspapers, maps, 
keepsakes, slides, negatives, video?

Where are you scanning?  At home versus in a library. Whenever possible, use 
flatbed and at least 600 dpi resolution.

Flatbed scanner versus Camera (digital camera, smartphone, or tablet)

Output will be very different! It is important to understand the difference. 
Camera output will be .jpg, .tif, or .raw

Scanner output will be .jpg, .tif, .bmp, or .pdf. Convert to .jpg or .png for online 
use (.gif for solid colors or b&w- not to be confused with greyscale)

OCR: Optical character recognition works for print but not for handwriting.

Make a copy, save the scan, and work on the copy – never work on original 
scan.



Software Choices for Photo Editing

Software for MAC and PC
◦ Adobe (Photoshop, Lightroom)
◦ Gimp (free – steep learning curve)
◦ Google + (minimal enhancement)
◦ Picasa (free, owned by Google)
◦ Snag-it by TechSmith (screen capture)

Software for MAC
◦ Photos – built in, formerly iPhoto 

(MAC)

Software for PC
◦ FastStone Image Viewer
◦ Paintshop Pro ($$)
◦ Photos – built in, formerly Windows 

Photo Viewer

Smartphone/table apps – IOS, Android, Web
◦ Aviary 
◦ Flickr
◦ Adobe Photoshop Fix (coming soon)
◦ Web Albums - Picasa (IOS); Picasa Me 

(Android)

Software for Cameras

◦ Editing software comes with many digital 
cameras (Cannon, Kodak, Sony, Nikon, 
etc.)

Pick the one you want based on your needs

http://creative.adobe.com/
http://www.gimp.org/
http://plus.google.com/
http://picasa.google.com
http://www.techsmith.com/snagit.html
http://www.faststone.org/FSViewerDetail.htm
http://www.paintshoppro.com/


Steps in Restoring Old Photos

rotate to straighten



Steps in Restoring Old Photos
rotate to straighten

remove keystoning (for photographed pics or maps or 
newspapers)
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Steps in Restoring Old Photos
rotate to straighten
remove keystoning (for photographed pics or maps)
crop (but don't remove historic detail)

restore fading
Is sepia normal or something to correct?



Steps in Restoring Old Photos
rotate to straighten
remove keystoning (for photographed pics or maps)
crop (but don't remove historic detail)
restore from fading
convert to greyscale (optional)

remove blemishes 
(photo blemishes, like redeye, lost contrast and color, not personal 

blemishes) DON’T retouch to enhance proportions, remove tattoos, etc.



Steps in Restoring Old Photos
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remove blemishes 

Fix redeye
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Steps in Restoring Old Photos
rotate to straighten

remove keystoning (for photographed pics or maps)

crop (but don't remove historic detail)

restore fading

repair, remove blemishes

fix red eye

remove graininess

sharpen image



Software Comparisons
Photos 
(Windows)

Photos (MAC) Picasa (both)
Has “I’m feeling 
lucky” button

Adobe Photoshop (both)
FastStone (PC)

Gimp (both)

Rotate / straighten Yes Yes Yes Yes

Remove keystoning No No No Yes

Crop Yes Yes Yes Yes

Restore fading Yes, Preset Yes Circle slider Yes

Sepia or grayscale Yes, Color 
Circle wheel

Slider Circle slider Yes

Repair, remove 
blemishes

Yes No Yes Yes (smart fill, rubber 
stamp)

Red eye Yes Yes Yes Yes

Remove graininess, 
soften

Yes, Filter Preset
adjustment -
noise reduction

Yes,  Film grain 
slider

Yes

Sharpen Try Enhance 
and Filters

Yes, Preset –
Adjustment 
On/Off

Yes Yes

Nondestructive 
editing

“Revert to 
original” while 
in progress

“Revert to 
original” while 
in progress

“Undo all edits” 
while in progress

Photoshop has LAYERS



Online repositories
Dead Fred

Drop Box

Flickr – free terabyte

Photobucket

iCloud

OneDrive, etc.

Decision Factors:

Privacy – is it meant for sharing or for preservation?

Size limit

LOCKSS (Lots of copies keeps stuff safe)

http://www.deadfred.com/
http://www.dropbox.com/
https://www.flickr.com/
http://www.photobucket.com/


Adobe Photoshop for PC



Adobe Photoshop for MAC



Photos for PC



Photos for MAC



Picasa for MAC



FastStone Image Viewer for PC



Different Results from Different Software Programs


